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The cruise industry has long acknowledged the cumulative negative impact of illness outbreaks. COVID-19 presents a frightful 
situation. From a public health perspective, though, we shift from Distress to Redress and Address. Leader-SHIP is the 
newsletter that interweaves media articles and cruise industry responses to provide guidance on actions being taken against 
the novel coronavirus. It negates forces of disruption and decline with measures for steadfastness ultimately having you 
enhance the practice of public health in your own life and of those around you. 

PLEASE NOTE THIS ISN’T A COMPLETE LISTING OF MEDIA ARTICLES BUT A SNAPSHOT ONLY. 

In this Issue: 
- Interactive Coronavirus Travel Regulations Map 
- Sun Cruises Inc. bids goodbye as pandemic devastates PH tourism industry  
- Viking Venus Floated Out at Fincantieri 
- Pullmantur Ships Move to Cold Lay-up  
- Will Private Islands Be the Best Way for Caribbean Cruising to Return? 
- CLIA welcomes UK PM’s support for cruise industry  
- UK Prime minister’s support for cruise industry is only a short-term solution 
- MSC Looking for Crew for Potential August 1 Start Up 
- NCL-Norwegian cancels all Australia and New Zealand cruises in 2020 
- 7 Innovations That Changed Cruising Forever (Full Article) 
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15 Jun, 2020:  Interactive Coronavirus Travel Regulations Map 
Immigration requirements can be complicated to keep track of under normal circumstances, let alone in 
the age of coronavirus, where the rules seem to be changing by the day. I just realized I’ve never written 
about the resource that I’ve been using for a long time, which has proven extremely useful.  The 
International Air Transport Association (IATA) has a useful coronavirus travel regulations map, which gives 
you a rundown of immigration restrictions by country. This is powered by Timatic, which is the resource 
that airlines use when it comes to validating travel requirements for passengers. Therefore, you can bet 
it’s typically going to be accurate. This resource is also developed based on partnerships with airlines and 
closer relations with government agencies worldwide, meaning this typically contains the most up-to-date 
information. Of course, there’s the disclaimer that even though the info is constantly being updated, IATA 
can’t guarantee the accuracy of the info, given how quickly this situation is evolving.  Continue Reading… 
https://onemileatatime.com/interactive-coronavirus-travel-regulations-map/ 
 
Link to Interactive Covid-19 Travel Regulations Map:   
https://www.iatatravelcentre.com/international-travel-document-news/1580226297.htm 
 
15 Jun, 2020:  Sun Cruises Inc. bids goodbye as pandemic devastates PH tourism industry 
MANILA, Philippines – A company which provides cruise and tour services to Corregidor Island has 
officially closed down as the distancing and stay-at-home protocols due to the COVID-19 pandemic have 
affected tourism-related industries. A post on Sun Cruises Inc.’s Facebook page on Tuesday showed a 
digital copy of the closure notice — which was set last May 16 — ending a more than three-decades 
service to people who wanted to visit the historic area.  Corregidor, an island at the entrance of Manila 
Bay, holds historical significance to the country as it was considered as one of the areas where Filipino 
soldiers held a gallant stand against Japanese invasion during the Second World War. Several material 
remnants of the war, including canyons, tunnels, abandoned hospitals, and tunnels and bunkers can be 
seen at the island.  It has been a known tourist spot for both local and foreigners, including students going 
on historical field trips.  Continue Reading…. 
https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1288873/corregidor-tour-provider-closes-down-as-covid-19-affects-
tourism 
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15 Jun, 2020:  Viking Venus Floated Out at Fincantieri 
The Viking Venus, the seventh ship for Viking's ocean-ship series, was floated out today at Fincantieri's 
facility in Ancona. The ship will now move to the yard's wetdock for interior outfitting prior to her delivery 
in 2021.   The 47,800-ton, 930-guest ship is one of up to 20 Fincantieri is building for Viking.  The ships 
adhere to latest navigation regulations and are equipped with the modern safety systems, the yard said. 
They also feature energy-efficient engines, optimized hydrodynamics and hull thereby reducing 
consumption, as well as systems which minimize pollution produced by exhaust gases, meeting the 
strictest environmental regulations.  Continue Reading… 
https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/cruise-news/23079-viking-venus-floated-out-at-fincantieri.html 
 
15 Jun, 2020:  Pullmantur Ships Move to Cold Lay-up 
Royal Caribbean Cruises is moving the three-ship Pullmantur fleet to a cold lay-up, while Pullmantur has 
announced the cancellation of its cruise programs until Nov. 15. Royal Caribbean's joint venture Spanish 
brand saw changes to crew contracts earlier this week, as crew were moved under the Celebrity Cruises 
banner, according to a letter sent crew aboard and obtained by Cruise Industry News. “As the owners of 
the ships in the Pullmantur joint venture, we have responsibility for transitioning the fleet into a cold lay-
up status,” said a company spokesperson for Royal Caribbean. 
Cold lay-ups enable operators to trim ship maintenance costs with ships laid up for an extended period of 
time. The downside, however, is the time needed to prepare the ship to reenter service, which could 
range from weeks to months in some cases.  A standard cold lay-up scenario sees vessel crewing reduced 
to the bare minimum for fire, flood and security monitoring. The best berth option for cold lay-up would 
be a cost-efficient remote area, preferably in cooler water to limit growth on the hull. Reentering service 
could also require a drydock inspection. 
 
With the Zenith leaving the Pullmantur fleet for Peaceboat earlier this year, Pullmantur was poised to sail 
the Horizon, Monarch and Sovereign until early 2021, when Royal Caribbean’s Grandeur was scheduled 
to join the fleet.  This year, the Monarch was scheduled to leave her year-round Southern Caribbean 
program to sail in Northern Europe, taking over the itineraries that the Zenith would otherwise have 
sailed, before the COVID-19 pandemic.  Continue Reading…. 
https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/cruise-news/23074-pullmantur-ships-move-to-cold-lay-up.html 
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15 Jun, 2020: Will Private Islands Be the Best Way for Caribbean Cruising to Return? 
With destinations remaining leery of cruise ships after the COVID-19 pandemic, many cruise fans wonder: 
Could the cruise line private islands be the best way for American-based ships to return? The arguments 
for private islands have merit. The islands, mostly in the Bahamas, can be reached within a day of Miami, 
Fort Lauderdale and other Florida ports, making them a great choice for a short itinerary. They present a 
controlled environment, where the cruise lines can dictate social distancing and other potentially new 
policies. And they are also cash cows for the lines, which control all shore excursions, as well as lucrative 
cabana and clam shell rentals. Continue Reading… 
https://www.cruisecritic.com/articles.cfm?ID=5384https://www.cruisecritic.com/articles.cfm?ID=5384 
 
15 Jun, 2020:  CLIA welcomes UK PM’s support for cruise industry 
Boris Johnson’s voice of support of the UK cruise sector has been welcomed by trade body Clia. The prime 
minister pledged to back the cruise industry’s recovery from the coronavirus pandemic “in any way that 
we can”. He was responding to a question by a Southampton-based journalist at Wednesday’s daily 
coronavirus briefing about what the government was doing to protect jobs in the sector.  Continue 
Reading…. 
https://www.travelweekly.co.uk/articles/374651/clia-welcomes-pms-support-for-cruise-industry 
 
15 Jun, 2020:  UK Prime minister’s support for cruise industry is only a short-term solution 
The British cruise industry has been left reeling after months of suspensions created little to no revenue 
coming into companies. 
Boris Johnson’s support for the British cruise industry will be welcomed news for cruise liners around the 
UK. In his latest government briefing, the prime minister pledged to support the UK cruise industry’s 
recovery from the coronavirus pandemic ‘in any way that we can’. However, the industry still faces a 
number of challenges in the long term. The British cruise industry has been left reeling after months of 
suspensions created little to no revenue coming into companies. The prime minister saying he is willing 
to support companies is the first piece of good news that the industry has heard since the beginning of 
the pandemic. Although the prime minister is supportive of the return of cruising, he is aware it will not 
be easy. Johnson said: “Like all industries, the cruise industry is going to have to go through – in the short 
term at least – a period of self-reinvention to make sure it is Covid-secure.”  Continue Reading…. 
https://www.ship-technology.com/comment/prime-ministers-cruise-industry-short-term-solution/ 
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15 Jun, 2020:  MSC Looking for Crew for Potential August 1 Start Up 
MSC Cruises is looking for crew members for a potential August 1 start in the Mediterranean, according 
to a letter sent to crew currently onboard company ships and obtained by Cruise Industry News. In the 
letter, the company said it is working on a startup plan with new public health norms and operational 
guidelines. MSC also noted new standards are being submitted to various European governments for 
approval.   
 
The end result could see the company return to operation as soon as August 1 in the Mediterranean. Thus, 
MSC is looking to recruit crew to join ships or stay aboard to have "full manning" back onboard its ships 
in Europe by July 15 to prepare for a potential start up. The time between July 15 and August will enable 
MSC to train crew to new standards. Source: 
https://www.cruiseindustrynews.com/cruise-news/23075-msc-looking-for-crew-for-potential-august-1-
start-up.html 
 
15 Jun, 2020:  NCL-Norwegian cancels all Australia and New Zealand cruises in 2020 
NCL-Norwegian Cruise Line revealed it will be cancelling all itineraries in Australia and New Zealand 
planned for 2020. NCL, which deployed Norwegian Jewel to Australia back in 2017, has been a quite 
popular fly-cruise choice for Americans. The company also announced it would deploy Norwegian Spirit to 
the region, but that too had been cancelled.   
 
Around 80% of the Australia-New Zealand itineraries on the ships Jewel and Spirit consisted of 
international tourists and the cancellations might be the result of Australia’s travel ban extension. NCL 
Jewel ship cruises between September 25 (2020) and February 27 (2021) are now all cancelled. According 
to an NCL spokesperson, this is a result of fleet redeployment changes. Continue Reading…. 
https://www.cruisemapper.com/news/7525-ncl-norwegian-cruise-line-cancels-all-sailings-in-australia-
new-zealand-until-2021 
 
15 Jun, 2020:  7 Innovations That Changed Cruising Forever 
When you think about it, boarding a floating resort the size of an aircraft carrier with thousands of other 
travelers with the purpose of going island-hopping for a week seems like a downright strange idea for a 
vacation. Our favorite vacation didn’t evolve overnight, and here are seven key moments that came to 
define modern cruising as we know it. 
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1. The First Leisure Cruise (1844) 

 

The first cruise ships carried both passengers and mail. 

Innovator: P&O Cruises 
Think cruising is a strictly modern phenomenon? Think again. The first “leisure cruise” set sail in 1844 
when the Peninsular Steam Navigation Company (which still exists today as P&O cruises) sailed passengers 
on small liners to the Mediterranean for the sole purpose of pleasure. When the concept proved to be 
successful, other shipping companies quickly joined in and it wasn’t long before ships were adding luxuries 
like electric lights, more spacious deck areas and onboard entertainment to keep passengers coming. The 
“Golden Age of Cruising” continued for over sixty years, until the sinking of the Titanic put a serious 
damper on the industry, and two successive world wars saw most ocean liners repurposed for the war 
effort. Soon after, flights replaced cruising as the preferred form of travel trans-Atlantic travel, and many 
lines went bankrupt. 
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2. The Dawn of the Fun Ship (1972) 
 

 
Carnival Mardi Gras, and the first cruise ship water slide on Carnival Festivale. 
 
Innovator: Carnival Cruise Lines 
In the late 60s and early 70s, cruising began to undergo a renaissance. Rather than serving as a more 
comfortable means of transport, lines started to market the ships as destinations in themselves. Many 
lines claimed to have “invented” Caribbean pleasure cruising, but Carnival in particular excelled in the 
new marketplace and began purchasing ocean liners and converting them to early prototypes of their 
“Fun Ship” model.  
 
The Mardi Gras, Carnivale, and Festivale introduced familiar concepts like tiered decks, indoor and 
outdoor pools, casinos, sports decks, and lounge-style entertainment, with each ship adding more new 
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innovations than the last. Festivale even featured the first cruise ship water slide, although it was little 
more than a playground slide. 
 
Tropical pleasure cruising was a huge hit with travelers, starting a pop culture phenomenon embodied by 
the hit TV show The Love Boat, which ran from 1977 until 1986. Not content with simply repurposing 
ocean liners, Carnival decided to design a ship from the ground up with these innovations in mind. The 
Tropicale was completed in 1982 and featured more onboard entertainment, activities and dining options 
than any of its predecessors. 
  
3. The First Private Island (1977) 

 
Great Stirrup Cay has changed dramatically over the years. - Photo by Norwegian Cruise Line 
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Innovator: Norwegian Cruise Line 
As the Fun Ship era was getting underway, one line made a bold move that would be emulated by virtually 
every major ocean-cruise company in the years to come. In 1977, Norwegian purchased Great Stirrup Cay, 
a small island in the Bahamas, from the Belcher Oil Company and developed it into a private island 
paradise for their cruise passengers.  
 
The island had sandy beaches with snorkeling areas, but was extremely primitive by modern standards. It 
lacked a proper dock, for example, and Norwegian tender boats would run cruisers ashore much like Allied 
troops during the Normandy invasion. 
 
Today, Carnival, Disney, Royal Caribbean, Princess, and Holland America all have their own private 
islands capable of supporting thousands of cruisers at a time. These resorts are basically the size of a town, 
complete with shopping outlets, restaurants, and a variety of activities and excursions. 
 
4. The Cruise Ship Arms Race Begins (1999) 

 
Voyager of the Seas was revoultionary for its time, and is still a popular ship today. - Photo by Royal Caribbean 
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Innovator: Royal Caribbean 
Cruise ships slowly increased in size during the 80s and 90s, but the industry took a giant leap forward 
when Royal Caribbean launched Voyager of the Seas, a massive ship with a gross tonnage of 137,276 and 
a passenger capacity of 3,114. (For the sake of comparison, the Carnival Tropicale had a GT of 36,674.) 
The ship wasn’t only impressive for its size though. It touted new innovations like a rock-climbing wall, an 
ice-skating rink, an indoor shopping mall and outdoor movie screen. 
 
The idea of a megaship with an unprecedented amount of dining and entertainment options didn’t just 
appeal to cruisers, it also appealed to the cruise lines who realized that larger ships actually cost less on a 
per-passenger basis. Just 16 years later, the Voyager is now merely on the higher end of “medium-sized” 
ships, while the largest ship in the world, Harmony of the Seas, is 40% larger and can carry an additional 
2,100 passengers. 
  
5. Freestyle Cruising (2000) 
Norwegian broke out of the "cruising by timetable" approach with Freestyle Cruising. 
 
Innovator: Norwegian Cruise Line 
Shortly after the launch of Voyager of the Seas, Norwegian countered by pioneering its massively 
successful “Freestyle Cruising” initiative that introduced a more flexible approach to cruising with no set 
meal times, more dining selections, and a relaxed dress code.  
 
First launched exclusively on Norwegian Sky, Freestyle Cruising was so popular that only one year later, 
Norwegian Sun and Norwegian Star were built from the ground up to match the concept, and in 2002, all 
vessels were set to be refurbished to offer freestyle cruising. Now, plenty of other lines have adopted the 
philosophy, offering more meal times and a larger selection of restaurants, but a strong case can be made 
that none do it quite as well. 
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6. Celebrity Chef Restaurants (2000s) 

 
Jamie Oliver is just one of many celebrity chefs to open a cruise ship restaurant. - Photo by Royal Caribbean 
 
Innovator: Holland America, Cunard, and Crystal 
Up until this point, cruise ship food was widely ridiculed as little more than barely edible buffets, and some 
lines tackled this conception head on. Picking up where Norwegian had started with multiple dining rooms 
as part of their Freestyle Cruising concept, upscale lines like Cunard, Holland America, and Crystal started 
offering specialty restaurants supercharged with celebrity branding like Todd English, Nobuyuki “Nobu” 
Matsuhisa, and Daniel Boulud.  
 
Today, even mainstream cruise lines like Norwegian, Carnival, and Royal Caribbean have brought on a 
multitude celebrity chefs and famous eateries to augment their dining options. 
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7. Broadway Musicals (2008) 

 
Grease is now being shown on Royal Caribbean's newest ship, Harmony of the Seas - Photo by Royal Caribbean 
 
Innovator: Royal Caribbean 
By the end of the aughts, the ships were bigger and the food was fancier, but the cruise lines weren’t done 
yet. Even at this point, most cruise ship entertainment consisted of vegas-style shows, lounge musicians, 
and stand-up comedy. In 2008, Royal Caribbean changed that by introducing the first Broadway musical 
at sea when it premiered Hairspray on its new ship Oasis of the Seas. Since then, cruise ships have hosted 
musicals like Cats, Saturday Night Fever, and Grease, along with other high-profile musical acts like Blue 
Man Group and country legend Tim McGraw. 
 
Disclaimer: The views expressed in the articles above are those of the authors' and do not necessarily represent or reflect the views 
of this e-Newsletter 


